Diffuse x-ray scattering from crystalline solid solutions is sensitive to both local chemical order and local bond distances. In short-range ordered alloys, fluctuations of chemistry and bond distances break the long-range symmetry of the crystal within a local region and contribute to the total energy of the alloy. Recent use of tunable synchrotron radiation to change the x-ray scattering contrast between elements has greatly advanced the measurement of bond distances between the three kinds of atom pairs found in crystalline binary alloys. The e%timated standard deviation on these recovered static displacements approaches rtO.001 A (0.0001 nm) which is an order of magnitude more precise than obtained with EXAFS. In addition. both the radial and tangential displacements can be recovered to five near neighbors and beyond. These static displacement measurements provide new information which challenges the most advanced theoretical models of binary crystalline alloys. 'The submitted manuscript has been authored by a contractor of the u.S. Government under contract NO. DE-AGO5 960R22464. Accordingly. the US. Government retains a noneXCluSive, royalty-free license to publlsh or reproduce the published form ot !his contrrbullon. or allow others to do SO. for l i S. Government purposes.' OF ms 6 1
Introduction
Although atomic size differences have long been recognized as critical to alloy design, experimental measurements of atomic size in crystalline alloys have been indirect or marginally precise. The recent availability of tunable x rays from synchrotron sources now allows diffuse scattering measurements where the x-ray scattering contrast between the different elements in the sample can be enhanced or reduced. This has led to meaningful recovery of individual pair displacements to typically k 0.001A (0.0001 nm).'-4 In a binary alloy of A and B atoms, the AA, AB. and BB average pair separation can be determined out to five or more atom shells (near neighbors). This new information presents a challenge to the theoretical community; theoretical models must allow for relaxation of the atoms away from the sites of the average lattice.
The long-range effect of substitutional alloying on the alloy lattice parameter is well characterized. The addition of large A atoms. to an alloy with small B atoms expands the lattice constant from the pure B value. This is observed to be the case with a nearly linear response of the lattice constant to concentration throughout the solubility range and is often referred to as Vegard's law.' Many models have been proposed to explain this linear relationship between the lattice parameter and elemental concentration.'-' Though these models reproduce the nearly linear change in lattice parameter with concentration, actual measurements of the individual pair distances to test both models and theories have been almost non-existent or of questionable accuracy.
The local effect of atomic size plays an important but still poorly understood role in alloy behavior. Atomic size disparity between solvent and solute is well-known to affect solubility and the physicallchemical properties of alloys. In a discussion of atomic size in alloys, Laves' shows that the ratio of the atomic radii of the components affects their crystal symmetry. Solid solution strengthening or hardening increases with atomic size differen~e.~ Though Hume-Rothery lo recognized the role of atomic size differences on the structure and phase stability of alloys, the role and definition of atom size in metals with free electrons has remained elusive. Recent theoretical considerations stress the need to include static displacements in calculations of total energy."
The most often quoted chemical displacements from an average lattice are obtained from extended x-ray absorption fine structure, EXAFS, measurements. EXAFS measurements are usually made in dilute alloys with the assumption that all nearest npighbor, nn, pairs to a solute atpm are solvent atoms.l2 EXAFS precision is typically 0.02 A (0.002 nm) and at best 0.01 A (0.001 nm) which for most alloys is marginal for measurement of the deviations of the atom pair spacings from the average long-range spacing. See reference 12 and those contained therein for a general discussion of EXAFS measurements and results.
Though diffuse scattering with x rays (neutrons and electrons) has been used since 195 1 to provide information on the displacement of the atoms from the sites of the average I a t t i~e~~~~~, the practice of separating the individual pair displacements with selected x-ray energies has only been developed recently.'" Details of the x-ray measurements and data analysis to recover bond distances in alloys are found in references 4 and 15. Here we focus on the reliability and implication of the average bond distances recovered from crystalline binary alloys with the so called "three x-ray energy" or ''34'' technique.
We present the information recovered with an emphasis on the static displacements of the atoms from the sites of the average lattice. Sufficient description is given so that the physical meaning of the displacements recovered from diffuse scattering data can be understood by the non-specialist. The discussion is confined to x-ray diffuse scattering measurements made on crystalline binary solid solution alloys where the average lattice is well defined by sharp (unbroadened) Bragg reflections. Defects such as stacking faults. high dislocation densities as from cold working, displacive transformations, incoherent precipitates and others defects which can broaden, split or produce new Bragg reflections are precluded as leaving an ill-defined average lattice. Such defects are treated elsewhere.16
For crystalline solid solutions the regular "d" spacing between crystallographic planes is maintained for hundreds, even thousands of planes as shown in Fig. 1 ; atoms are displaced out of these average planes in such a way %s to maintain a regular "d" spacing. In order to define the static displacements to f 0.001 A (0.0001 nm) from this average lattice, the average planer spacing should vary by less than f 0.001 A (0.0001 nm). On differentiating Bragg's law, we obtain,
Here 8 is the half angle between the i@dent and scattered x ray. For aoscattering angle of 20=40", an average "d" spacing of 2A and an error in Ad of k 0.001 A (0.0001 nm), then A\8=0.01 " and the Bragg reflection would be broadened by A20=0.02". Substitutional crystalline solid solutions typically have sharper Bragg reflections than this 0.02" FWHM. 
Pair correlations from diffuse scatterins

A. Diffraction theory of static displacement terms
We give a brief overview of the kinematic diffraction theory in which the weak diffuse scattering can be approximated without extinction effects (first Born approximation). The purpose of this overview is to define the pair correlation parameters recovered from diffuse scattering measurements. Definitions of the atomic displacements are illustrated in Fig. 2 below.
The elastically scattered x-ray (neutron) intensity in electron units, eu, per atom from an ensemble of atoms is given by
where f and f denote the complex x-ray atomic scattering factor (or neutron scattering lengthsf; p ana q designate the lattice sites, rp and rq are the position vectors for those sites, and h is the momentum transfer or reciprocal lattice vector lhl = (2sin 19) /A. For crystalline solid solutions in which the Bragg reflections are sharp and the average lattice is welldefined, the atom positions can be represented by r=R+ 6 where R is determined from the lattice constant and 6 is the displacement of the atom from that average lattice. The exponential term is written
wherej is an integer. given in terms of their lmn components designated AXlmn, AY,,, AZ,,, where I=2x, rn=2y, and n=2z frDm an earlier convention for the designation of atom shells as integers.
This series expansion converges rapidly when ha of Eq. (3b) into Eq. (Z), the total intensity for a crystalline binary alloy can be written as folIows:
is sufficiently small. Upon substitution I,,,+IsRp represent the first term of the series expansion, I,sD the second term (ix), and I,22 the remainder. We follow the treatment of Warren and co-workers" and write these terms for a cubic crystalline substitutional binary allow as P 4 Here cA is the A atom fraction of N atoms of a binary alloy, cB is the B atom fraction, fA and fB are the respective complex atomic scattering factors and Re denotes the real part of a complex number. The lattice parameter of the cubic system is a. tmn are the coordinates of the atom positions relative to the origin of the average lattice as shown in Fig. 2 , and h h2, and h3 are the Cartesian coordinates of the momentum transfer vector h in reciprocal where ph: is the conditional probability that after finding an A atom at !mn there is a B atom at the origin. l6 The displacements spaq 6lmn = AXlmn + AYlmn + AZjmn are illustrated in Fig. 2. lattice units (r.1.u.). The Warren-Cowley short-range order coefficient almn
The average over all possible pairs that can be formed of the X components of the pair displacements for AA pairs with relative coordinates tmn are given by <AX: > and similarly for Y and 2 in the same units as the lattice constant. The average displacements for AB pairs < > or their Y and Z components can be derived from the AA and BB displacements. By definition, the displacements are deviations from the average lattice; the weighted average of the displacements < 6lmn> for all AA, AB, BA, and BB pairs for any coordination shell is zero. Hence. we have that When rewritten in terms of a's with c,4pBA =cBpAB, and with ( Y )
Eq. 8b insures that the interatomic vector averaged over ail pairs in the crystal for each Zmn coordination shell is consistent with the average lattice long-range lattice parameter. l3 For example r summed for all AA. AB, and BB <200> pairs and divided by the number of pairs must equal the crystal lattice constant (the average unit cell size. a). No assumption is made as to how the displacements are distributed about the average. This information is contained in the higher moments. Thus there are only two independent pair displacements for each shell of a cubic crystalline binary alloy. Equation (7) can be written in terms of any two of the three individual pair displacements according to Eq. (8b). We note that for widely separated atoms the first moment of the displacements goes to zero as they are equally likely to be displaced in a positive or negative direction relative to the atom at the origin. To evaluate the contribution from the term I,,, , we make the assumption that either the quadratic and high-order terms in this series-expansion of the thermal and static displacements are the same for AA. AB and BB atom pairs or that the different elements have nearly the same x-ray atomic scattering factors." This approximation is good for alloys with elements nearby in the periodic table as is the case of Fe-Ni, Cr-Fe and Cr-Ni alloys which have been studied to date. These alloys have similar masses (similar thermal motions), similar sizes (small static displacements) and similar number of electrons (similar x-ray scattering factors). With this approximation, these remaining terms of the series expansion can be written as
The first term of Eq. (9) weakens the fundamental Bragg reflections and distributes this intensity as temperature and static diffuse scattering. The second term of EG (9) weakens the superlattice reflections associated with long-range order or as is the case i:ere weakens the short-range order SRO diffuse maxima when there is only local order.
The second term of Eq. (9) which contains q,,,,, has been treated by Walker and Keating17 and is included as a thermal like factor e -2Mq1mn in Eq. (6). The effect of including this term on recovered a's is not more than 2% at room temperature.:,' The first term of Eq. (9) includes quadratic and higher order thermal scattering and a smaller static diffuse scattering contribution. Typically the quadratic static scattering is less than the quadratic thermal scattering by a factor of three or more at room temperature even for alloys with large atomic size differences (e.g. AUCU,).'~ Since this first term of Eq. (9) depends on (cAfA+c,fp)2, its separation from ISRO and I,,, (which depend on fA-f,) can be accomplished by choosing an x-ray energy such that f,\-f,-O. Thus the first term of Eq. (9) can be measured separately from ISRO+IISD at one energy and scaled by (c,f,+c,f,)' to other energies. Measurements at three different x-ray energies and the recovery of the a's and 6's are described in references 1-4. A non-linear least-square fit to all three data sets is refined simultaneously with a program which includes the statistical errors on the input data.'
The precision with which the displacements can be recovered depends in part on how significant the term Eq. (7) is reiative to the term Eq. For Fe and Ni alloys, (fA-f,J2 can be made to approach zero by proper choice of x-ray energy (near 8500 eV) as shown in Fig. 3 . The quadratic, higher order thermal and static displacement scattering along with the smearing functions of the experimental arrangement and possible multiple-scattering processes are approximately removed by subtracting the scaled null Laue data. Though the assumption is made here that the A and B atoms have similar quadratic and higher order displacements, possible errors introduced by this assumption are minimized by the choice of alloys with atoms of similar masses. The previous practice of calculating the thermal diffuse scattering (TDS) from force constants also assumes that constituent atoms have the same quadratic and higher order displacements. However, the use of force constants makes the harmonic approximation, and ignores both the high frequency acoustical and optical modes and the short-range correlations important to the scattering at the zone boundaries. All this is included in the measured null Laue scattering.
An example of the raw data measured for three different x-ray energies from an Fe, &, alloy is shown in Fig. 4 .' The solid line in Fig. 4 is the near null Laue measurement of the quadratic and higher order displacement terms which is removed from the other data sets to recover the a's and the 6's. Comparison of x-ray results with neutron diffuse scattering measurements which energy discriminate against thermal contributions give very similar a's for Fe,Ni." 
III. Statistical and svstematic errors
The statistical uncertainties of the recovered parameters are estimated by propagating the standqd deviation k& of the total number of counts n for each data point through the non-linear least squares processing of the data. Systematic errors were determined by changing the values of input variables such as the x-ray atomic scattering factors and reprocessing the data.
As input parameters were varied. the intensities were rescaled so that the I,,, values are everywhere positive and match values at the origin of reciprocal space measured by smallangle scattering. The integrated Laue scattering over a repeat volume in reciprocal space is also constrained to have an average value of c,c,(f,-fB)2 ; aooo=l. These two constraints eliminate most of the systematic errors associated with converting the raw intensities into absolute units.'' The intensities measured at two different energies are adjusted to within -1% on a relative scale and the intensity at the origin is matched to measured values. For these reasons, the standard deviations for am are estimated at -1%.
Errors on the recovered a's and AX'S arising from statistical and various possible systematic errors in the measurement and analysis of diffuse scattering data are given in Tables I and I1 for the Fe, jNiq! a l l~y .~. '~-~'
Details of parameters used in the conversion to absolute intensity units are given in references 2 and 16. A previous assessment of the systematic errors without the constraint of forcing %=l and without keeping the intensity at the origin and fundamentals a positive match to known values resulted in estimated errors being two to five times larger than those reported here." Parameters necessary to the analysis of the data (other than well known physical constants) with our best estimate of their standard deviations and their contributing standard deviations to the a's and AX'S are listed in Tables I and 11 . From a comparison of theoretical and measured values , we estimate a 0.2 eu error on the real part of the x-ray atomic scattering factors, a 1% error in the Po calibration for converting the raw intensities to absolute unites (eu's), a 1 eu error in separating the inelastic resonant-Raman scattering, a 0-1 eu h dependent Compton scattering than the statistical errors in this data. and an error of 39.3 at. 5% in Systematic errors are larger The asymmetric contribution of the first moment of the static displacements, Ilsq Eq. (7), to the diffuse intensity ISRO+IISD for 3n Fe,, 2Ni,, alloy is displayed in Fig. 5 .2J Without static displacements the I,,, maxima would occur at the 100 and 300 superlattice positions.
The static atomic displacements for the alloy are similar to those given in table II. Such large Gistortions of the short-range order diffuse scattering caused by displacements of <0.02A (0.002 nm) emphasizes the sensitivity of this technique. On changing x-ray energy from 7.092 to 8.313 keV, fNJ becomes smaller thanf,. Figure 5 displays a reversal in the shift of the position of the diffuse scattering maxima. Our choice of these two x-ray energies for the 3h method are to emphasize this contrast and then to choose a third nearest the null Laue energy for removal of the TDS. The total estimated standard deviation on the values of the a's and in particular the AX'S give unprecedented precision for the displacements with errors 39.003 and less. 
IV. Static Atomic Disdacements
A. Meaning of recovered static displacements
Since the x-ray beam is about a millimeter in diameter and penetrates a few microns into the sample. R,,,,, ,. This maintains the statistically observed long range cubic symmetry even though on a local scale this symmetry is broken. For Zmn multiplicities 224, the displacements on the average need not be parallel to the average interatomic vector R , , to preserve cubic symmetry".
Measurements of diffuse scattering from single crystals provides the vector components of the atomic displacements <AX>, <AY>, and <A%; whereas, the spherical average obtained from EXAFS and x-ray measurements on amorphous materials and crystalline powders gives only the magnitude of the radial displacements. Thus, diffuse xray scattering provides new information about the vector displacements associated with near neighbor chemistry.
B. Discussion of measured displacements
Measured displacements such as presented in Table II provide unique insight into how atoms move off their lattice sites when local symmetry is broken. Local symmetry is broken when a multicomponent crystalline material is above the ordering temperature (with less than perfect long-range order) and/or off stoichiometry. With perfect long-range order the atoms are constrained to lie precisely on the sites of the average lattice by balanced forces. In alloys where the local symmetry is broken, we gain new insights into the chemically distinct bonding, including the interatomic bond distances and whether the displacements have both radial and tangential components. With reference to Fig. 2 , the displacement for the [ 1 101 nearest neighbor atoms is on average radial with a magnitude given by 1<6,,o>1= d?!IAXllol.
x a=0.030(4) A furthoer apart then the average lattice and that second neighbor pairs are closer by (-> 0.023( 1) A. Average bond distances along the interatomic vector between nearest neighbor pairs for this fcc lattice are obtained by adding the ?/ZIAX,,,I to the average interatomic vector R, as defined in Fig. 2 . IR, ,ol is just the cubic lattice constant a times I/a. From the construction shown in Fig. 6 , it follows that the vector distance between a pair of atoms, r i n , has radial and tangential displacement components with magnitudes given by,
We note that the Fe-Fe first neighbor pair distances given in Table II .For a cubic lattice we can interchange 1, m, and n and similarly AX;AY; and AZ. Thus there is only one value AX for bnn multiplicities <24, Le., 110, 200. 222. etc., two values for AX when lmn has multiplicities equal to 24 ( l k n and l=rn,n) and three values for AX with multiplicities equal to 48.
As the Fe46,5Ni53,5 alloy is cubic (face centered), the AY and AZ displacements are derived from the AX'S given in Table 11 by permutation of the indices. (Henceforth. we drop the o on the displacements for simplicity.) For example, AX3,, has the identical value as AY231 and as AZ1,3, and AX,,, .-= AX,,z = AY231 = AY,3z = AZlz3 = AZz13. In addition AX3,] The nearest atom pairs which could exhibit non-radial components are those in the third neighboring shell, lmn = 2 1 1. and similarly for the other combinations as illustrated in Fig. 7 ".
If the displacements between atom pairs is on the average along their interatomic vector, then AXzII = 2 AX,,,. For the Fe-Fe pair displacements given in Table 11 , AX,,, = O.O005(2)A and 2 AX,,, = 0.0028(8)A, thus the (21 1) Fe-Fe pair displacements have a significant tangential component. From Eqs. (1 5a) and (1 5b) , the magnitude of the displacement between (21 1) Fe-Fe pairs along the radial direction pfiFel is 0.0016 (7)w and pfiFe/ tangential is O.O013 (7)A. Thus the (21 1) Fe-Fe neighbors have a similar radial and tangential component to their displacements. For the (310) Fe-Fe pair displacements, AX3,,, -3 AX,,, within the total estimated error, and on the average (3 IO) displacements are predominantly radial. These measured displacements provide new information not obtained in other ways about the local atomic arrangements in crystalline solid solutions. measured with this 3h technique. They include Fe,, --5Ni,, 517J, Fe,,Ni,, 51, Cr,,Fe,,' __ and Cr20Nis:. These results are summarized in Fig. 8 where the AX static displacements are plotted as a function of the radial distance L d m . When there is more than one value for AX, the plots show the various values. Most striking is the observation that for the three ordering alloys the near neighbor Fe-Ni and Cr-Ni bond distances are the smallest of the three possible pairs (Fig. SA, 8B, and 8C ). However, for the clustering Cr,,Fe,, alloy the Cr-Cr nn bond distances are closest and the Cr-Fe furthest apart. More details including the short-range order parameters a and numerical values of the displacements for each shell are given in the original papers. These pair displacement observations provide a more rigid test of theoretical predictions than variations of the average lattice parameter with c~ncentration'~'~~. Fig. 8 Displacement from the average lattice sites for chemically specific pairs. Shell radius divided by the lattice parameter a,, becomes 1 for second neighbors (separated by the cube edge). Data from references 2,3, and 4.
Chakraborty" has proposed a compressible Ising model which can qualitatively reproduce the observed shortened nn bond distance for Fe-Ni pairs and the expanded Cr-Fe pairs. In this model there is a "size effect" term which reflects the different size of the atoms and an "Ising" term which is sensitive to the distance dependent king interaction. For systems such as the Fe/Ni/Cr binary alloys where the "size" of the atoms is similar, the unlike pair displacements do not necessarily lie between the observed like-atom displacements. Small cluster calculations appear to be another useful tool for studying the mechanisms behind the observed displacements. Of great interest is the relationship between local strains and overall lattice spacing. Recent calculations on small 12-18 atom clusters reproduce some of the observed displacement trends in Fe-Ni alloys, but the results are complicated by large surface and concentration effects". An imbedded cluster calculation could eliminate surface effects and lead to a more complete understanding,of the forces driving the observed static displacements. For a recent review of the information recovered from diffuse scattering measurements and its role in testing theoretical concepts see reference 'O.
V. Conclusions
The displacements of the atoms from the sites of the average lattice can be recovered from diffuse x-ray scattering measurements on single crystals. These measured displacements include information on the dynamic and static displacements and on the chemicallysensitive local bond lengths. The expectations of the vector displacements are recovered, including the radial and unique to these measurements the tangential displacement components. Analysis of the statistical and systematic errors show that the value of these static displacements are statistically significant. Such measurements provide new information on the real structure of crystalline solid solutions for comparison with theoretical modeling.
